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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Table of Contents 12 NOCO established guidelines for use in its corporate logo and other identity elements of its brand. In order for us to protect our brands with valiant intellectual property, and achieve maximum brand recognition, you have to follow these guidelines carefully. You can download NOCO corporate
logos, products, and pictures forms in conjronction only with approved websites, flyers and catalogs, given that these guidelines are adhered to. We reserve good things, at our sole discretion, to change or modify the portions of these Terms and Conditions at any time. Any such change will become effective immediately. Your ongoing use
of any of our brand identity elements after the date any change becomes effective to constitute your acceptance of new Terms and Conditions. You can only use NOCO corporate LOGOS, products, and pictures forms in compliance with these Terms and Conditions and all applicable laws, rules, and regulations. The use of NOCO
corporate logos, products, and lifestyle pictures are not available to any users already determined by NOCO to have violated any agreement or other policy of NOCO. You may have to sign up with us in order to access and use this service. You may not use products and/or photo view, or any corporate NOCO logo, in connection with any
sale of NOCO products on third party website including, but not limited to selling NOCO products on Amazon, eBay, Aliaba.com, Buy.com, Newegg.com, Overstock.com, Craigslist.com, Facebook Marketplace, or other similar platforms to use you may not be obscene or pornographic, and may not be disagreed, defamatory, or defamatory
noCO, any of its products, or any other person or entity. Your use may not directly or indirectly mean NOCO sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of your product or service. You may not change NOCO's logo or any product or picture shape view, in any way, including size, proportion, color, element, and to make, or animated, morph, or
otherwise distort it or their perspective or appearance. Your use may not violate any intellectual NOCO property or other rights, may not violate any state or federal law, and must comply with international IP law. You may not feature false or false information about NOCO battery products. No other logo or design element should appear in
0.50 in a NOCO logo. These guidelines do not grant permission to use any other NOCO logos or commercial brands. NOCO reserves the right to its single discretion to terminate or modify your permission to display the web logo at any time. NOCO declares all warranties, express and implied, regarding the logo(s), the product or pictures
form view, and any other content on this website including enfringement account guarantees. You agree to indemnify NOCO against any and all claims and responsibilities that arrive out Use you through all the materials available on this website. Manual Users, Guides and Specifications for your NOCO Genius Boost + GB40 Remote
Starter. Database contains 2 NOCO Genius Boost + GB40 Manuals (available for free or downloaded online viewing in PDF): Operation &amp; user's manual, important product information and limited warranty. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136
137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 FRENNLDEESITSVPTRUZHJAARPage 2 About GB40. NoCO Geniusan ultra-compact and portable lithium-ion jump starters for cars, boats, motorcycles, ATV's, gas advocate, RVs, tractors, trucks and more. It is very safe for anyone to use. It features proven proof technologies and reverses polarity
protection. The GB40 can further jump start most single-battery applications, up to 20 times on a single charge.The GB40 is also equipped with a USB battery pack and led light flashlight, making it the ultimate emergency tool. For starters. The GB40 comes partially loaded out of the box and it needs to be fully loaded before use. Carefully
read and understand the car's owner's manual about specific caution and recommended methods to skip starting the car. Be sure to determine the voltage and chemistry of the battery by referring it to your battery owner's manual before using this product.the GB40 is for jump starting 12-volt lead-acid batteries only. Connect to the
battery.Before you connect to the battery, verify that you have a 12-volt leading-assistance battery. The GB40 is not suitable for any other type of battery. Identify the correct polarity of the battery terminal on the battery. The positive battery terminal is typically marked by these letters or symbols (POS, P, +). The negative battery terminal is
typically marked by such letters or symbols (GUY, N,-). Make no connection to the cart, gas line, or thin, sheet metal parts. The instructions below are for a negative ground system (most common). If your car is a positive tea system (very uncommon), follow the instructions below in reverse order.1.) Connect positive (red) HD battery
clamps to the positive (POS, P, +) battery terminal. 2.) Connect the negative (black) HD battery clamp to the 30339 Diameter Parkway, #102 Page 3 FRENNLDEITSVPTRUZHJAAR ITENLDEFRESVPTRUZHJAPage 2 on GB40. NoCO Geniusan ultra-compact and portable lithium-ion jump starters for cars, boats, motorcycles, ATV's, gas
advocate, RVs, tractors, trucks and more. It is very safe for anyone to use. features proven proof technology and reverse polarity protection. The GB40 can further jump start most single-battery applications, up to 20 times on a single charge.The GB40 is also equipped with a USB battery pack and led light flashlight, making it the ultimate
emergency tool. For starters. The GB40 comes partially loaded out of the box and it needs to be fully loaded before use. Carefully read and understand the car's owner's manual about specific caution and recommended methods to skip starting the car. Be sure to determine the voltage and chemistry of the battery by referring it to your
battery owner's manual before using this product.the GB40 is for jump starting 12-volt lead-acid batteries only. Connect to the battery.Before you connect to the battery, verify that you have a 12-volt leading-assistance battery. The GB40 is not suitable for any other type of battery. Identify the correct polarity of the battery terminal on the
battery. The positive battery terminal is typically marked by these letters or symbols (POS, P, +). The negative battery terminal is typically marked by such letters or symbols (GUY, N,-). Make no connection to the cart, gas line, or thin, sheet metal parts. The instructions below are for a negative ground system (most common). If your car is
a positive tea system (very uncommon), follow the instructions below in reverse order.1.) Connect positive (red) HD battery clamps to the positive (POS, P, +) battery terminal. 2.) Connect the negative (black) HD battery clamp to the 30339 Diamond Parkway, #102 Page 3 ITENNLDEFRESSVPTRUZHJAAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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